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Front and this page show: EMBER TILE 5T226 in regent blue 26485, ROAM TILE 5T228 in grey mist 26481 and GRAPH TILE 5T227 in grey mist 26481

Ember brings its own distinctive look to
a work space. Without compromising
on quality, performance or design, it is
perfectly suited to meet the needs of
modern, functional commercial interiors.
Complementing and combining easily
with Rapid Select styles Roam, Nook

regent blue 26485

and Graph, Ember provides a soft
heather loop carpet tile option to bring a
smart and welcoming feel to an interior.
Available in nine colours, Ember also
integrates beautifully with Shaw Contract’s
colour foundation collection to offer even
more choice for creating distinctive looks.

product specifications
style name:
style number:
product type:

ember tile
5T226
carpet tile

construction

data + performance

type of manufacture:
aspect:
dye method:
dimensions:
primary backing:
secondary backing:
pile fibre composition:
total thickness:
effective pile thickness:
total mass:
nominal total pile mass:
effective pile mass:
pile density:

tufted 1/12” | 47.2 per 10 cm
multi-level pattern loop
100% solution dyed
50 x 50 cm | 20 tiles (5 m2) per box
PET non-woven
taskworx® | polymer modified bitumen
eco solution Q® polyamide 6
5.7 mm
2.5 mm
4,212 g/m2
610 g/m2
315 g/m2
0.125 g/cm3

sussex grey 26535

stonegate 26760

straw 26755

flint 26505

cobblestone 26515

porcelain 26516

pebble 26506

heather 26761
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